Unit 5
Lesson #21
Basic Words (prefixes: pre-, pro-)
prediction
project
prevent
prepaid
prevail
proclaim
prehistoric

prejudge
preapprove
pregame
precaution
preorder
prescreen
preshow

Unit 5
Lesson #22
Basic Words (words with silent letters)
pretreat
prolong
process
protrude
provision
production

aisle
align
island
crumbs
gnaw
design
knotty

bustle
shepherd
soften
sword
thistle
knock
wrestle

column
autumn
knowledge
debt
numb
raspberry

Review Words

Challenge Words

Review Words

Challenge Words

prefer
prospect
preview
performing
protect

prologue
proportion
prorate
preseason
prearrange

half
answer
wreath
comb
wrinkle

campaign
coup
solemn
yacht
pneumonia

Vocabulary Words
abrupt: unexpected, sudden; without warning.
blurted: said suddenly without thinking.
comprehension: understanding.
eventually: at some future date or time.
exhilaration: extreme excitement or happiness.
jeopardy: danger, risk; peril.
oracle: a person who can predict or see the future.
scrounged: searched through in a disorderly way.
spiteful: desiring to harm another.
stable: unlikely to move or change.

Vocabulary Words
arose: came into being; appeared.
barren: devoid of life; empty.
conditions: the existing circumstances.
decrepit: worn out and feeble.
elusive: hard to capture or achieve.
frustration: feelings of anger and helplessness brought on by an
inability to accomplish a goal.
harsh: severe, painful; rough.
instinct: natural, rather than learned, feeling or ability.
lurched: moved in an unexpected, sudden way.
vertical: upright, or up and down; on a map, north and south.

Unit 5
Lesson #23
Basic Words (suffixes: -ic, -ure, -ous)
fantastic
culture
curious
nervous
posture
jealous
scientific

generous
signature
dangerous
tragic
gigantic
sculpture
precious

lecture
serious
specific
fracture
romantic
ambitious

Unit 5
Lesson #24
Basic Words (prefixes: de-, trans-)
transform
deject
destruct
detour
transmit
default
describe

defend
transplant
descend
derail
defrost
transcript
deploy

dethrone
deodorize
transatlantic
decompose
decrease
transaction

Review Words

Challenge Words

Review Words

Challenge Words

panic
future
comic
furniture
frantic

symbolic
unanimous
authentic
nutritious
legislature

deserve
detective
transport
define
departure

degenerate
transition
dehydrate
transfusion
translucent

Vocabulary Words
confronting: facing and challenging.
contempt: deep feeling of disrespect and disdain; scorn.
exasperated: annoyed, angry, frustrated, and disturbed.
implored: desperately asked; begged.
intently: determinedly, intensely; with utmost concentration.
occupying: residing in by force; controlling through might.
scornfully: disrespectfully; full of contempt.
strident: loud, harsh, and angry.
subsided: lessened; returned to normal levels.
warily: with nervous attention; cautiously.

Vocabulary Words
agitation: state of being bothered or upset; emotionally distressed.
conceive: to think up; to create.
controversy: an argument, usually in public, between two sides with
opposing views.
distinguished: well respected, highly honored.
ecstasy: extreme happiness.
inclined: leaning toward; likely to do something.
prejudice: negative bias based on assumptions.
regal: dignified; like a monarch.
serene: calm, at peace; relaxed and content.
significance: importance.

Unit 5
Lesson #25
Basic Words (word parts)
existence
refreshment
convention
intermission
uneventful
perfectly
completion

improvement
information
attendance
reversible
invention
development
respectful

unhappiness
preparation
irrigate
disagreement
unbelievable
concentration

Review Words

Challenge Words

decoration
promotion
comfortable
appointment
reaction

acquaintance
prosecution
precision
immeasurable
reputation
Vocabulary Words

artificial: made by people; not found in nature.
data: information, usually numerical.
domestic: related to the household or home.
inaccessible: impossible to reach; unachievable.
interaction: communication between two or more people or things.
literally: really; actually.
sensors: devices that detect signals or information.
stimulus: something causing a response or action.
ultimate: final; most important or extreme.
uncanny: bizarre; provoking wonder.

